CAM2 Q 1.5.3 Readme

What’s new in CAM2 Q 1.5.3?
Added Features
Fixed Bugs
Alignment: Alignment does not solve correctly on customer part
Alignment: Export Alignments as text will provide a transposed matrix when compared to Measure X exports
Alignment: Max error and Std Dev should get better after applying fit scale
Alignment: Model not aligned after loading the attached FCD and CAD
Alignment: Exception occurs when performing a CS alignment under certain scenario
Alignment: Exception occurs when solving an Alignment with Temperature blank
Alignment: Vector Point Alignment offset by 6mm on X axis and Y axis using attached confidential customer file
Alignment: XAL alignment export is not correct on comma delimited languages
Auto/nominal: fails to find nominal for point features.
CAD View: Whiskers for Inspect Surface and Inspect Surface Points do not show proper OOT color
CAD: Picking rectangular slots from this CAD file will result in an incorrect slot
CAD: Translation fails with these attached preferences
Constructions: Construct Line By Offset -The line is not projected to the specified plane
Constructions: Construct Line By offset: Resulting line is not correct under these circumstances
Constructions: Flipping the vector on Line 1 will solve the angle incorrectly
Devices: Arm as mouse unexpectedly triggers first point being taken
Devices: When using a serial device on comma delimited languages the temperature in the Device control panel is not correct
Devices: Write device position move as text file option is not available on non-English OS
Devices: Write device position move as text will provide a transposed matrix when compared to Measure X exports
Feature Information: Dev and OOT is not recomputed after readings are added to a feature
File: CAM2 Q crashes when loading the attached fcd file
File: CONSTRUCT_CIRCLE_FROM_CONE fails when importing the attached SCT file
File: Crashes at specific scenarios from the attached customer's file
File: Exception raised when user tries to load a file that contains a 3 feature alignment of types (Point, Plane, Line), (Line, Plane, Point) or (Line, Point, Plane)
File: Exception occurs when opening attached file
File: Exception occurs when loading customer's file
GD&T: Flatness and Parallelism values are identical
GD&T: is lost after invoking Add Measurement
GD&T: True Position does not automatically update when the alignment is toggled to a different one.
Inspect Surface: Disk colors are identical
Inspect Surface: Nominal information not provided along with the measured inspect surface point in the feature information
Inspect Surface: Point now drawn on surface
Inspect Surface: User is no longer able to measure this feature without CAD comparison.
Labels: Exception occurs when users select all features and try to turn on the labels
Measurement Window: Removing points crashes system with a serial arm
Measurement: "Use Last Plane" Preference is not being applied to SINGLE POINT CIRCLE
Measurement: Cylinder solves incorrectly when reading is unchecked in attached file
Measurement: Incorrect values calculated when material thickness is a negative number greater than the probe radius
Measurement: QuickTool containing Vector Points cannot be completed with the attached file
Measurement: resulting form for 2D line is different than what is displayed in the Measurement Window
Measurement: Solver gives incorrect results in attached customer file.
Measurement: Solver Method: Minimum and Maximum options are not working on the cylinder in attached file
Move Device: Vector point Home in function does not work correctly after move device
Performance: Measurement Inspect Surface Points is very slow with a large CAD file loaded
Preferences: DIN/ISO tolerances not being saved as default
Preferences: Tolerances changes are not applied to selected features when using the Apply to All button
Properties: Exception occurs when modifying a specific features
QuickTools: Application crashes when invoking Run Wizard under Properties for Measurement Data step
QuickTools: Exception occurs when importing customer's XLN file
Reporting: Deviation does not match between Report and Readings tab
Reporting: Exception occurs when the user tries to add Inspect Surface to the Report list (Case00336113)
Reporting: Exception thrown when changing to the print tab with the attached fcd file
Reporting: Illegible characters produced when exporting a report to PDF in Chinese OS
Reporting: Incorrect values reported when setting a folder to report in Cylindrical CS
TrackArm: Device does not solve correctly for second position
Tracker: Cam2Q lockup when trying to measure feature with aligned cad part
Tracker: Distance Mode is not remembered after software restart
Tracker: Line of sight of tracker causes the compensation to go wrong
Tracker: Old readings are not replaced when re/measuring a Measure Level
Tracker: Unable to successfully perform an iterative alignment using points collected via Tracker
Tubing: Exception shown when creating tube from attached file
UI: DELETE FEATURES: Both features are still deleted when GD&T callout exists
UI: Existing nominals change when user types in a Nominal value in Feature Information
UI: Nominal association not shown in feature information list for surface edge point
UI: Spherical Coordinates are represented incorrectly

CAM2 Q 1.5.2 Readme

What’s new in CAM2 Q 1.5.2?
Added Features
Fixed Bugs
Alignment: 3 feature alignment exception when using a constructed line
Alignment: Recalculation does not occur when setting an alignment to active
Alignment: Exception occurs when entering an invalid input for Temperature
Alignment: throwing an Unhandled Exception for Point, Point, Point
CAM2 Q Remote: Missing icons in Commands screen for German OS
Comp Axis Point: Exception occurs when invoking Properties
Constructions: Feature selection is not retained for the Construct Point by Intersection command
Constructions: It is not possible to turn on any properties for a Line constructed by Axis Fit
Coordinate Systems: CS created incorrectly when using 3 Circles that are not parallel to base plane
Devices: The arm as mouse operation is inverted when using the Serial Arm (Gold Arm)
Devices: Write device position move as text file
Dimension: Composite nominal length keeps reverting to actual value
File: Double/duplicate name in the attached file and deleting the duplicate crashes the application
File: Exception when the user tries to export features in the attached file to CAD
File: File saved with point imported as actual will open with the points as nominal
File: Invalid File Error raised when loading a previously created file
File: Exception occurs when exporting World Coordinate System planes to a CAD file.
Inspect Surface Point: Apply to All button has incorrect behavior for this feature type.
Inspect Surface Point: takes seconds between measurements with large CAD is loaded
Key-in Plane is asking to create either a Nominal or Actual
Labels: Label for cone feature is connected to the vertex of the cone when the cone now is only being drawn over the area that points are taken
Labels: Label settings do not persist for new features when an alignment is in place
Labels: not persisting when reloading a file.
Labels: The user can choose to not show the comment field in labels
Length: Treat as option is not being handled correctly when creating a length between a Cone and a point reducible feature
Polyline Group: Profile of Line is not exported in report
Polyline Group: Readings not being shown
Preferences: If the user edits a Geometry parameter via the edit field next to it and hit apply to all then OK it does not persist
QuickTools: Measurement Window does not terminate after enabling Full Screen mode with Comments
Reporting: Always option for Auto-Report generation has incorrect behavior
Reporting: Order of features from report list is not in sync with report details
Reporting: sign-error in the algorithm for representing point deviation from a fitted plane.
Reporting: Simple Report exported as Excel document is missing the nominal column
Tolerances: Features are unsolved and Deviation and OOT fields not filled out after loading a file created in 1.4.3.9
Torus: Torus is rendered incorrectly in the attached file.
Tracker: Stable Point trigger is not working and will hang CAM2 Q if user presses the 'G' key
Tube: can still be added while in Template Mode with Feature Creator
Tubing: Modifying an imported tube that was exported in the same file causes an exception to be thrown
Tubing: Tube import sets 0 for any value that is >= 1000 in the source text file.
Tubing: Unable to export both actual and nominal Tube together
UI:  Can’t turn on 'straightness' (or other statistics) on "axial best fit" line in the Feature Information Panel
UI: Dynamic (unpinned) option for feature window does not work for Solid features
UI: Feature Window does not show position updates after taking measurements
UI: Nominal feature is created when the user enters a Angle nominal value to a Angle feature in the Feature List
UI: The Nominal column is filled out the 2nd time a user enters a nominal for a measured actual in the Feature Information panel
UI: When the user invokes the properties of a High/Low point the reference feature is also selected in the feature list
What’s new in CAM2 Q 1.5.1?
Fixed Bugs
Alignment: Exception raised when trying to solve Single Point Circles in an iterative alignment
AUTO-FEATURE: Auto feature causes feature to be created during a calibration
CAD: Exception if you do not load CAD associated with this FCD
CAD: Exported IGS plane extents should match the measured plane
CAD: Mirror definition is not saved to a file
CAD: Selection from screen is applied to the wrong combo box.
Document Header: Custom fields are not persisted
Export: Exception occurs when exporting a Polyline to CAD file
Feature Information: Cannot sort on deviation
Feature Information: Nominal data keyed-in in Spherical/Cylindrical coordinates  is not kept
Feature Information: Typing an negative angle < 1 degree in the lower tolerance will result in a positive angle
Feature List: Scrollbar does not automatically scroll and allow a drag and drop of features in a feature list
Feature List: When right clicking on a selected CAD Surface and choosing show in Feature List it never shows up in the Feature List
Feature Window: exception when you try to open before a device is loaded from the DacService
Feature Window: is empty when opening attached file
FILE: 1.4 file shows "invalid file" error when trying to open in 1.5
GD&T: Application crashes when selecting the following feature
GD&T: Datum C is showing 5in OOT
GD&T: datum menu needs to show current selection
GD&T: Form and Profile value of Point Cloud should always be positive
GD&T: Program crashes when adding True Position to Round Slot
GD&T: True Position of Round Slot shows zero as result
Handheld: Quicktools screen does not update with newly added programs
High/Low Point: High Low point is incorrectly reported
Inspect Surface: Color of stickies does not update with changes to tolerances
Labels: Detailed label context menu needs to enable labels
Labels: dN property should appear in collapsed labels for Points with Vector Information
Labels: Not pointing to the correct feature
Layers: It it not possible to resize the Layers panel vertically.
Layers: Should have a "are you sure?" question before deleting a layer with features on it
Material thickness: Measurement window does not show correct value when material thickness is applied
Polyline Group: Readings and Whiskers do not appear in correct location
Preferences: 0 should not be allowed as an Autosave time interval.
Preferences: Default tolerances for the Statistics tolerances all have negative values for the lower tolerance.
Quicktools: Additional Quicktool features - export Report
QuickTools: Exception when attempting to import a QuickTool that has already been imported
Quicktools: Pause does not function
READINGS: System.NullReferenceException occurs when invoking Edit Probe Settings while Tube breakpoint is selected
SURFACE EDGE POINT: Projection Surface reverts to CAD Assembly for subsequent features
SURVEY: Application crashes when loading a saved file after running a Survey
Tolerances: if you copy a tolerance, then paste it to another feature, the on/off preference does not transfer over to other features
Tolerances: The tolerance standard combo should be filter based on geometry type
Tracker: The tracker stops taking readings after the user does the following steps. Any subsequent feature measurement request will not work either.
Tracker bundle: Show data with and without bundle adjustment for comparison
Tracker disconnect error and exception
Tracker: Changing the device after opening this QuickTool causes Q to race the CPU to 80%
Tracker: DACService crashes when hitting G/H repeatedly at 500 samples per reading
Tracker: feature DRO does not show readings or is slow to show readings
Tracker: When we take measurement at high rate the software is not responsive
Tubing: Import Tube will not let user change Bend Radius
UI: Picking selections for combo boxes from CAD does not work in certian cases.
UI: User is not prompted to measure Define Plane when editing feature in Measure mode
	UI: VIEW MENU COMMANDS not working after exporting to Image
What’s new in CAM2 Q 1.5?
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821373" 1	User Interface
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821374" 1.1	Preference Dialog Improvements
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821375" 1.1.1	New area grouping
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821376" 1.1.2	New Preference area
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821377" 1.2	Add configuration parameters for auto save
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821378" 1.3	Tubing: The user can see all breakpoints in the Readings Panel
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821379" 1.4	Tubing: The cylinders for measured and constructed tubes should not appear in feature tree.
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821380" 1.5	Other
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821381" 1.5.1	Show / hide labels
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821382" 1.5.2	The user can see in the Feature Tree if his Constructions / Coordinate System is unsolved.
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821383" 1.5.3	HIGH/LOW POINT: Constructed Point-Reducible features must be listed under Reference Feature dropdown
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821384" 1.5.4	Rename the Tolerance Panel --->Feature Informationfile_0.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821385" 2	CAD / CAD Viewing
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821386" 2.1	Enable Layers support in CAD Viewfile_2.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821387" 2.1.1	Usage
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821388" 2.2	Probe in the graphical view when not in a measurement modefile_4.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821389" 2.3	Probe turns Green / Red when buttons are pressedfile_6.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821390" 2.4	CAD: the user can re-establish a broken link to a CAD file
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821391" 2.5	Other
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821392" 2.5.1	CAD View: WCS should not be included in calculating the viewing volume
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821393" 2.5.2	Better view optionsfile_8.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821394" 2.5.3	Dimensions: Fixed font size as an option for Dimension annotations
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821395" 3	Measurement
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821396" 3.1	Immediate Measurementfile_10.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821397" 3.1.1	Auto-recognize Features Preference
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821398" 3.1.2	Automatic Feature Recognition
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821399" 3.2	New measurement property for planar features: depth scanningfile_12.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821400" 3.3	Control measurement via Handheld device
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821401" 3.3.1	The Measurement Window
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821402" 3.3.2	The Feature Creator
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821403" 3.4	Tubing:
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821404" 3.4.1	Alignments
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821405" 3.4.2	Import/Export
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821406" 3.4.3	Tube breakpoint should be available as points
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821407" 3.5	Single Point Circle (Diameter and Position) file_14.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821408" 3.6	Cross-Section Analysisfile_16.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821409" 3.6.1	Show cross-section planes during scanning
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821410" 3.6.2	Improve Polyline Group reporting
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821411" 3.6.3	Provide Profile of a Line GD&T per Section
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821412" 3.7	The ability to calculate min and max circlesfile_18.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821413" 3.8	Other
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821414" 3.8.1	Comments to featuresfile_20.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821415" 3.8.2	Point: Add Compensate Axis Point command to CAM2 Q
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821416" 3.8.3	Measurement Window: The user can edit the time and distance intervals at measurement time
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821417" 3.8.4	The feature being measured should highlight in the feature tree
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821418" 3.8.5	Vector Point: Automatically measure point when the probe is inside the home-in zone
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821419" 3.8.6	Feature Window: dN and dR should show for circles, cylinders as in Measure Xfile_22.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821420" 3.8.7	Feature Window: Compensation in Feature Window should be optional
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821421" 3.8.8	Statistic tolerances should not be applicable to features that are measured with a single point.
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821422" 3.8.9	Dimension: Improve Line-Line length calculationfile_24.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821423" 3.8.10	Measurement of arc geometryfile_26.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821424" 4	Tolerances
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821425" 4.1	Improve error display for Points with Vector information
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821426" 4.2	GD&T
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821427" 4.2.1	The user can define a Circle as a linear datum
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821428" 4.2.2	The user can define a Cone as plane datum
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821429" 4.2.3	The user can define default tolerance values for GD&T Tolerances
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821430" 4.2.4	Form tolerances should be represented by the appropriate name and symbol
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821431" 5	QuickTools
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821432" 5.1	Add ability to import QuickTools created in Measure X and 4.0 to CAM2 Q
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821433" 5.2	QT automation through external program control
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821434" 5.3	The user can record a Move Device step in a QuickTool
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821435" 5.4	Add application commands for QuickTools
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821436" 5.5	Provide password protection for editing QuickTools
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821437" 6	Workflow
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821438" 6.1	Tubing: CAD Export
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821439" 6.2	Allow Construct>Line>Best Fit to use Cylindersfile_28.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821440" 6.3	The user has the option to hear a sound if the form of the feature measured is out of tolerance
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821441" 7	Devices
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821442" 7.1	Tracker
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821443" 7.1.1	Bundle Adjustmentfile_30.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821444" 7.1.2	Support Track-arm in CAM2 Q
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821445" 7.1.3	RMS from last point should be displayed for each point takenfile_32.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821446" 7.1.4	Feature DRO: Provide option to Show deviations relative to the Tracker when in Cylindrical Coordinate Systems
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821447" 7.1.5	Remember last Tracking mode
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821448" 8	Other
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821449" 8.1	Alignments
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821450" 8.1.1	RPS Alignment - 4 surface points and 1 feature pointfile_34.png
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HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821451" 8.1.2	Import and export alignments to a text format
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821452" 8.2	Reports
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821453" 8.2.1	The user can see readings in the Readings panel for best-fit constructions
HYPERLINK \l "_Toc274821454" 8.2.2	Readings: Export readings without units to allow processing of the readings data in Excel.

CAM2 Q Translator File Compatibility

Native File Type
Version
File Extension
Import
Export
IGES
Up to 5.3
*.igs, *.iges
X
X
VDA/FS
1.0 & 2.0
*.vda
X
X
STEP
AP203, AP214 (Geometry Only)
*.stp, *.step
X
X
Parasolid
10.0 to 21.0
*.x_t, *xmt_txt, *x_b, *.xmt_bin
X
X
CATIA V4
4.1.9 to 4.2.4
*.exp, *.model, *.session
X

CATIA V5
R2 - R19
*.CATpart, *.CATproduct
X

Pro/E
16 - WildFire 4
*.prt, *.prt.*
X

Unigraphics
11 to 18, NX to NX6
*.prt
X

SolidWorks
98 to 2009
*.sldprt, *.sldasm
X

Inventor
6 – 2010
11 - 2010
*.ipt
*.iam
X

JT
8.0, 8.1
*.jt
X

ACIS
Any version (up to ACIS R20)
.sat
.sab
.asat
.asab
X
X

Note - Export capability is limited to CAM2 Q Features covered in the table below.


Export Features Supported in CAM2 Q
Features
IGES
VDA
STEP
Parasolid
Point
X
X

X
Line
X
X

X
Circle
X
X

X
Arc




Plane
X
X

X
Cone
X
X
X
X
Cylinder
X
X
X
X
Sphere
X
X
X
X
Spline




Polyline
X
X

X
Rectangular Slot
X
X

X
Round Slot
X
X

X
Ellipse
X
X

X
Torus Full




Torus Segment




Rectangular Toroid




Rectangular Toroid Segment




Extruded Rectangle





What’s new in CAM2 Q 1.4?
Windows XP 64bit
The Windows XP operating system is no longer supported for CAM2 Q as of version 1.4. Users needing to run 64bit operating systems must change over to Windows Vista or Windows 7.
CAD Viewing
Load Larger CAD Files
Dynamic Centre of Rotation
Add other visual indicator(s) for Measurement / Template mode
Display features according to Feature Creator color
Drawing of measured cones should be limited to the areas where measured	
The user can clearly visualize a dimension and angle in the CAD View
Provide visual indication in CAD View of which is the Active Coordinate System
The user can set the size of Surface Point disks
The user can customize the background colors
Measurement
TUBING: Construct Tube from Features
TUBING: Construct Tube by Key-In
TUBING: Tube Measurement Wizard
Torus: Key-in a Torus
Torus: Pick a Torus from CAD
Torus: Construct a Torus by best-fit
Torus: Measure a Torus
The user can chose to end his feature measurement after a fixed number of points
Add Measurement command should create appropriate Projection Planes as necessary to measure selected features
The user needs to be able to inspect against nominal Solid Features (like Cylinders / Cones)
PREFERENCES: Default value for Autorepeat Last Measurement should be Yes.
Feature Window: Should have stars when beam is broken
The user can see the error of his 3 feature alignment in Alignment dialog
Tolerances
GD&T: Enhance GD&T
GD&T: Concentricity GD&T
GD&T: The user can define more than 10 Datums on his part
Simpler editing of Tolerances
Carry tolerances through
Add DIN/ISO Tolerance Schemes
Use gradient scheme for tolerance colors
The user can copy tolerances from one feature to one or more other features of the same type
User Interface
Add a dN Property for Points with vector information
The user can use preferences to filter what appears in the construction dialog a box
Improve pre-selection in construction dialogs
Change Default Number of Decimal Places for mm and in
Names of Readings should start with number 1
Measurement Window: Improve language and layout
Workflow
The user can modify the conditions used for AutoNominal searching from CAD.
Auto recover data if software crashes
Actual constructed planes should be allowed as projection planes
Auto create/associate constructed features and dimensions
Changes made in the Measurement Window apply to the current measurement
Feature window for planes should report values relative to plane normal
Improve for Polyline / Polyline Group measurement	
Functionality: High/Low point needs to include Constructed features
Add Preview of solved feature for Bestfit constructions
The user can export his Polylines / Polyline Groups to a CAD file
File -> New will no longer create document "dirty"
Support for upgrade/patch installations
Provide a pick from CAD button on all selector boxes in construction dialogs
The user can pick a plane from CAD by using points if he starts picking on the boundary
Devices
Make ARM as Mouse a User Preference
Projection planes should be added to the list of measurement features when planar features are used for MDP
	Tracker: Improve Automatic compensation for Trackers
	Tracker: Allow users to change probe + adapter settings per reading
	Tracker: The user can access more Tracker Pad commands in CAM2 Q
	Tracker: When aiming at a reading, the tracker should point to the compensated point, as an option.
	Tracker: The user can define shortcut keys for non-default devices
	Tracker: Addition of TTL Trigger Capability for the FARO Tracker

Quicktools
The user can Drag & Drop a grouping item into a Quicktool to record the add readings step
Reporting
A feature being reported should fit on one page
The user can see the GD&T symbol & matching value in feature label
Improve Inspect Surface report
Fixed Bugs
ALIGNMENT: 5 Vector point + 1 feature alignment is not allowed
ALIGNMENT: Inconsistent alignment behaviors in attached file
CAD Translation: Bad meshing with attached files
CAD VIEW: Picking on Mirrored part will fail in some view orientations
CAD VIEW: Surface is not rendered in CAD View
CONSTRUCTIONS: wrong bisector line is created.
FILE SAVE: Exception occurs when attempting to persist ActiveDocumentServices object.
GD&T: Datum information is not displayed in a report
GD&T: Exception when defining the tolerance after editing the tolerance value
GD&T: Position tolerance allows specifing only 2 datums
HOME IN: Point names are incorrect
LABEL: Label is not created for Dimension features
MEASUREMENT: Cannot "Add Measurement" after calling the Make Nominal command
MEASUREMENT: Surface Point compensation is incorrect
QUICKTOOLS: The "Change Adapter" commands insert the steps at the end of the program. They should appear before the current selection
REPORT: Crash if user sets Report list Setting to ASK and toggles to report
REPORT: Exception occurs when switching to Report tab with the attached file.
REPORT: GD&T shows 0.00 in report if feature not selected prior to swtiching to report tab
SOUND: Sound reduces the speed at which users can scan.
TOLERANCES: Deviation not being calculated
TRACKER: Incorrect tooling offset when measuring with a None projection plane and using a Pin nest adapter
TRACKER: The Tracker should move to home after measuring a level plane
UI: Changing the Reporting Coordinate System on a folder will clear the saved View
UI: Coordinate values display incorrectly in Cylindrical Coordinate System
UI: Duplicate menu entry appears under View->Panels
UI: Erratic feature tree selection when in measurement
UI: Modify button is always disabled when editing a 2D line
UI: Projection planes for Planar Point will always have "None" compensation by default
UI: Readings appearing in readings panel show incorrect coordinates
UI: Switching from Cartesian to Cylindrical does not update the Toleranes Panel
UI: WHISKERS + and - kotkeys only work if CAD view is selected
VECTOR POINT: Incorrect compensation when using Tracker custom adapters
VECTOR POINT: orientation is incorrect when creating a Vector Point by KeyIn
What’s new in CAM2 Q 1.3
User Interface:
Docking of Measurement Window
	Sorting in Tolerances Tab based on checked state
	Redesign of Feature Tree
	Showing / Hiding of Readings and Whiskers
Keep "View Toleranced" property of the Tolerances
The user can see visual feedback when showing a DRO window
Workflow:
Measurement of Surface Points with a single point (no compensation)
Show results during measurement
Use Projection  plane as Default construction plane
Direct loading of native CAD files
Feature grouping and sectioned reports
Measure All command measures Nominal features
Customized (re)naming of Features
Create button should close CS panel
Reporting:
Improve Feature manipulation for report
Sectioned Report
Error of the active alignment appears in report
The user can hide / delete standard header items
The user has a report showing only the measured and error information
The user can define an coordinate system to be used per group of features
The need to see the GD&T symbol & matching value in Report
GD&T:
Redesign of the GD&T UI 
Enhance GD&T - True Position 
Enhance GD&T - Angularity 
Enhance GD&T - Surface profiling
GD&T: CAM2 Q creates an additional feature for each datum. 
CAD:
Mirroring of CAD parts
Import Points from CAD into Application
The user can override the color of his CAD Parts 
Tracker:
Survey
Adaptive sampling
Stable point trigger 
Alignments:
Inspect Surface can be added to an Iterative alignment
Add Plane, Plane, Plane alignment in the 3 feature alignment dialog
Vector Points use the normal direction in Alignments 
Quicktools 
The user can save a matching view per step of the Quicktool 
Quicktools commands appear in Quicktools Panel
Maximization of the measurement window when running a Quicktool 
Devices
Allow plane projection features for Move Device Position
Performance
Improve performance of Surface Point alignment
Tolerances
The user can save / load Tolerance Settings from a file
CAD View
The user can clearly see the cursor in the CAD View at all times
The user can show/hide features from the feature tree for CAD view
The user can disable highlighting resulting from mouse-over

What’s new in CAM2 Q 1.2
Alignments:
Added 3 feature alignments
Added RPS Alignments

Constructions:
Constructing a Plane from a Point and a Vector
Constructing a Circle by Intersection of a cylinder and a right cone with coincident axes
Constructing an Ellipse from the Intersection of an inclined cylinder with a plane
Construct a Point from the Intersection of any Line reducible feature with CAD
Constructing a Circle by Intersection of Two right cones with coincident Axes
Constructing a right Cone by Key-in

Feature Tree:
Better visibility of Feature Information in Feature Tree
Feature Grouping in Feature Tree
Distinction of Measured and Nominal Features in Feature Tree
Distinction of Constructions in Feature Tree
Actual – Nominal association in Feature Tree by Drag and Drop
GD&T Datum Element Naming in Top Level Item
Open Properties by double click on the Feature Tree Element
Tree Grouping Items show Measurement status
Inverting Vector direction of a Feature by Right mouse option
Feature repositioning in Feature Tree
GD&T commands exist in popup menus

GD&T:
The user must be able to determine the extents applied to the GD&T tolerance

Import/Export:
The user can import / export points to a text file
Export measurement data in tabular format for Excel or SPC
Export measurement data to a CAD file:
	IGES
VDA
STEP
Parasolid (x_t)


Labels:
Simplification of Labels
More customization of label styles
Automatic arrangement of labels

Measurement:
Automatic Nominal Creation from CAD after measurement 
Feature Highlighting: Visual feedback of current measurement
Remeasure Feature Command
Repeating the last command
Measuring Points on the edge of a CAD Part
Measurement of sheet metal parts with material thickness
Concept of Measure / Template mode replaces Measure Now / Measure Later
Measure all features command

Nominal:
Vector points can be created from CAD / Key-in
Single click on CAD to pick nominal geometry
Nominal Key-in Directly in Tolerances Panel
Construction of a Distance by specifying components
Reorganization of Feature Commands

Quicktools:
Clear measurements in Quicktool
Quicktool command to print / view a report
Quicktool command to Edit Header
Quicktool command to Change Probe
Quicktool command to insert a Comment
Quicktool command to Export to SPC
Quicktool command to set the active Alignment
Quicktool command to set the active Coordinate System

Reporting:
Creation of a Report template from the current selection
Customization of the Header Information
The user can save his report templates in his Document’s folder

Reporting:
Creation of a Report template from the current selection
Customization of the Header Information
The user can save his report templates in his Document’s folder



